Long-distance
transportation of
cannabis clones can
carry invasive species,
posing a risk to
ecosystems and
cannabis cultivators.
Sanger Seqencing
oﬀers an aﬀordable
solution to species
tracking and detection.
Scan the QR code
to read more.
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What is Sanger Sequencing?

Additional figures and data

Sanger sequencing uses specialized
polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
techniques to generate a readable
sequence of genetic base pairs from a
sample.
The generated sequence then allows
portions of DNA to be compared to
similar samples, and based on similarity,
phylogenies, or “trees of life”, can be
built to place an individual sample within
a defined species or genus.

Mold spores photographed through a microscope which
are likely Leveillula taurica - a species of powdery mildew
native to the west coast that appeared in a New England
dispensary after vegetative clones were brought east
from Oregon.
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How is this relevant in the real
world?
Unlike prohibitively expensive fully
comprehensive sequencing approaches
like metagenomic analysis, sanger
sequencing can be carried out by any
laboratory with basic PCR equipment
and a partner lab that can sanger
sequence their generated amplicons.
Obtaining molecular barcoding
sequences via a network of testing
laboratories across the country could
allow the cannabis industry to protect
itself, food security, and the ecosystem
by monitoring the microorganisms
captured during routine testing
procedures.
By catching invasive species introduced
to new areas before they are able to
establish a significant foot hold in new
ecological niches, catastrophic
invasions could be halted or remediated
before exploding out of hand.
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Invasive species is widespread and
abundant: Long-term management aimed
at population suppresion and asset
protection.

The invasion curve illustrates the importance of
monitoring. Once species become widespread and
abundant, control costs may become exorbitant. Routine
monitoring can help catch the issue at the prevention or
eradication step.
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Changes in species richness indicate the rapid rate at
which species invade new ecological niches and leave or
become extinct in their native environments. Due to
climate change and vectoring of invasive species,
ecological balances may shift rapidly, leading to further
extinction of native species and problems within the
agricultural sector.

